When it comes to buying a home, timing is everything.
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Buying a home can be very stressful. I often see clients adding extra pressure to their purchase as they
simply aren’t aware that a few simple timing strategies would allow the process to flow more smoothly,
save costs and give them much more room to breathe.
Usually when making the offer to purchase, the buyer has control on the subject removal date and the
closing/possession date. Generally the closing dates tend to be on a Friday, around the 15th and 30th/31st
of the month. Why? Because everyone picks those dates. But you don’t need to.

Why do strategic subject removal dates matter?
You are in the process of buying one of the most expensive items you will ever purchase. This is not the
time to rush getting all of your ducks lined up. If you give yourself a short window of time for subject
removal, say less than 10 days, by the time the contract is accepted by both buyer and seller that date
has shrunk down to six or less days. Now you likely have to race to organize a building inspection, an
appraisal and your financing documents. Bump the subject removal date out to a reasonable time
frame like 12-14 days, starting after the deal is finally accepted and it will be easier on everyone.

Rushing can cost you more than you realize
Generally building inspectors will charge more for a rushed report, as will other professionals.
Appraisers need enough time to access the property and write up the report properly. Then the lender
needs time to review the report before signing off on it. Plus, if you are so pressed for time that you
have to get the appraisal report done before the inspection report is completed, and you don’t end up
purchasing, then those costs can be charged back to you. Rushing the process can really impact your
ability to get the financing done on time, and even limit your financing options such that the best rates
are no longer available.

Avoid Fridays and watch out for holidays
Choosing a Friday for a subject removal can also create added
stress for everyone. For example, if the lender is backed up with
files or located back East and leaves their office by 2 pm local
time and you need an extension, you have to ask for a three-day
extension to get you through the weekend. If your subject
removal is earlier in the week, usually a 24 hour extension is
sufficient. A request to have someone stay late to work on your
file will go over far better on a Tuesday than a Friday when they
are running out the door to enjoy their weekend plans.
Another fatal mistake is choosing the Monday or the Friday of a long weekend to remove subjects which are pretty much hopeless dates as we all know bankers do not work holidays (even if your
fabulous mortgage broker does!) What this really means is that you’ve really just given your team three
days less to clear subjects as it will need to be done at least one day before the long-weekend begins, to
be safe.

Just say no to closing on the 15th or 30th
Closing / possession dates are just as important. Let’s say you’ve picked the 15th or the last day of the
month for closing and now discover that all the moving companies either have their vans/ trucks already
spoken for or they charge a premium for those dates. Cleaning companies are the same. Even many
lawyers and notaries experience their heaviest volumes toward the end of the month. And they tend to
charge more for a rushed deal, especially if they are already slammed.
Now imagine what could happen if you unknowingly choose the tri-fecta of horrible closing dates Friday, long weekend and end of the month. Not only would you run into more expensive closing costs,
but there is also a very good chance that the deal’s financing won’t come through in time which means
the whole thing can go sideways!
So when you are ready to write an offer, grab a calendar and make sure that the dates you’ve chosen
work well for your whole team of professionals and you’ll save yourself some money and plenty of grey
hairs along the way.
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